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from her that JEANNE £2 GON had traveled to both Paris, Prance 	 t.  
and Rome, Italy, during about 1949 and 1950 in connection 	 r! 

of Dallas. 	 P with her employment and model shows produced by her for Nerd's 

Mrs. BEAU i4 characterized JE.411NE LE GUI ae a 
conniver, a hater, one who is intent on climbing over other 
people to obtain success, She said that the LE CONs made few 
friends during their residence in New York City because of 
their general attitude. She recalls that JEANNE LE GON 
displayed a strong lack of respect for the American way of 
life and the government of the United States. She said that 
during the time the LE GONs lived in Greenwich Village, they 
associated with a group of "mad RUStliariS who were mainly 
interested in artistic endeavors," and wifose pattern of 
activities were for the moat part enti-relinicus and without 
moral ethics. Many of this same group of Russian immigrants 
were known to be sympathetic to the communist ideoloey and in 
eympathy.with the Soviet Union. Virs. BRAUNHEIM recalled that 
in spite ofadvice to the LE GONs about the nature of these 
groups, the LE GONs persisted in close association with this 
type of people. 

Mrs. BRAUN 	stated that she had no knowledge that 
either JEANNE or ROBERT LE GUM were ever actively associated 
with the Communist Party during their residence in New York or 
since. 

Mrs. BRAUNHEIM stated that she had learned through 
her association with SERGEI FCMENNO that JEANNE MOHRENSCHILDT 
and her husband had. made a hiking tour through Mexico, Central 
and South America. Mrs. BRAUNHEIM stated that in her opinion 
IFe=2.MOHRENSCHILDT was not the type of person who would 
under any circumstances participate in an activity that would 
require the ruggedness necessary to hike this distance and live 
under these conditions. She states that JEANNE MORRENSCHILDT 
was definitely not the out-of-door type, that instead she was 
the fashion plate, the high heels and cocktail lounge type, who 
wee' most concerned witheiaintaining her beauty and immaculate 
appearance at all times. She said that even though SERGEI 
17a.!ENKO has asserted as fact the truth of this hiking tour, 
Mre. BRAUNHE1M finds this difficult for herself to believe. 
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